
TENNESSEE VALIEY AUTHORITY 
CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEr 37401 

400 Chestnut Street Tower II 

February 7, 1983
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BLRD-50-438/82-29 
BLRD-50-439/82-26
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission 
Region II 
Attn: Mr. James P. O'Reilly, Regional Administrator 
101 Marietta Street, Suite 3100 
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Dear Mr. O'Reilly: 

WATTS BAR AND BELLEFONTE NUCLEAR PLANTS UNITS 1 AND 2 - ERRORS IN tERCO 
PROGRAM DISTRIBUTED BY AAA TECHNOLOGY - FOURTH INTERIM REPORT 

The subjeo. deficiency vas initially reported to NRC-OIB Inspector 
D. Quick on April 9, 1982 in aooordance with 10 CFR 50.55(e) as NCRa 
WBN CEB 8204 and BLN CEB 8204. This was followed by our interia 
reports dated May 10. June 22, and Noverber 4, 1982. Enclosed is our 
fourth interia report. We expect to submit our next report by April 22, 
1983.  

If you have any questions concerning this uatter, please get in touch with 
R. H. Shell at FTS 858-2688.  

Very truly yours, 

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

Enclosure 
oo: Mr, Riohard C. DeYoung, ilreotor (Enclosure) 

Office of Inspection and Inforoemnt 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission 
Washington, D.C. 20555
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VBRD-50-390/82-32, VBRD-50-391/82-29; BLRD-50438/82-29, BLUD-50-439/82-26 
10 CPR 50.55(s) 

Description of Condition 

Originally, the description of deficiency was stated: 

The documentation of the -ERCO program, as distributed 

by AAA Technology (Houston), does not include a complete 
description of the assumption and limitations of the 

program. This has oantributed to unacceptable usage of 
the program in the design of TVA nclear plants.  

During the course of the investigation of this problem, a better 

article Welding Research Counc)l Bullet 10in7, ld al Stresste in 
Spherical and Cylindrical Shells Due to External Loadings") hi been 
achieved. It is now appasenti that ICO is onsistent with the RC 107 

article.  

A revised gneral description of this defiiency is as follows: 

Engineers of the Tennessee Valley Authority have in a few oases oro ly 

analysed pressure vessel stresses at attachaents and nozzles. TVA's errors 
weue contributed to by the lack of elear and t specifti warnings the VCO 
documentation which would have called attention to subtleties of 
application in the appCO/ar C 107 analysis procedure.  

Detailed descriptions of the erors are as follows: 

1. TVA engineers have erroneously assumt d that b RCO uses the maxrrim 
stress curves in figurese -1 thrugah SR-n, SP-1 thno h SP-10, and 
3M-1 through 8t-10 t rom the M RC 107 article. Originally, it ma stated 
that, 'The WRCO documntation alludes to, but does not state, that 

these curves are not aused by the wgrea.0 Further investigation has 
indicated that no allusion to this 18 mad in the VRCO progra 
manual. Erroneous stresses in these oases were because of T 
enginee oversight and/or failure to contact the poper authorities 
at AAA teshnology to confirm the assumption.  

2. Some potentially unconservative eylindrical shell stresses were 
computed in the analysis of a few penetrations. rror have occurtted 
when TA engineers neglected to consistently investigate the use of 
extended curves noted by the RCO program. Ortginally, it i s stated: 

The WRCO program luses urves which have been extended beyo the 
curves presented on RCO Bulletin 107. In particular, f gure IC 
and 2C are extended into regions where the RC bulletin states the 

curves are unextendable. The WCO documentation fail to prent 
the extended curves or state that unarranted extensions wee ade.
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3. TVA engineers using Nt C Bulletin 107 approach to the stress analysis of 
oylindrical shells and the WRCO program did not realis that stresses 
because of torsioafl oents on rectangular attahets are not calculated 
because of the plexity of the stress effect. CO and RC Bulletin 
107 are oompletely consistent on this point and this oavat is 
specifically noted In NRC Bulletin 107. No additional ening is made 
in the VBRCO output. Again, uninformed TVA users asinterpreted the data.  

Interia Progress 

To prevent further misuse, the NRCO user anual has been ade a oontrolled 
oeputer progra document within the Division of ngineering Design ( MS).  
This process requires registration of the mnuals with speoifio umrs. This 
allows oomunication with all URCO users to provide progra update 
inforantion, notioe of program applioation problem, a standard progra 
execution procedure, which can print out user inforation amrsages, and copies 
of the bRC Bulletin 107 on whioh the NRCO program is based.  

All projects and branches within N MS with design responsibilities quiring 
the WIRCO program were contacted to determine the ispaot of the usage of the 
VBRCO program on design. All analyses utilising the WICO progra have been 
reviewed and reanalyses are being perfored as applicable.

revised in the Marob 1979 update of WRC Bulletin 10T. r Then bve 
were trunated across a specific line with a mning of possible 
unconservative results if extended beyond the tff line (apendix A).  

ERCO autotically generated data bad on tended urve as ed 
labeled it as woh. No special wnng s generated for data 
extension of the 2 revised ourve and therefore errors were Made by 
uninformed TVA users. j
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